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The article considers the issues of joint operation of centrifugal pumps and networks for sewage sludge 
(SS) the flow of which is described by the Bingham plastic model. The authors present the results of 
the experimental studies of SS pumps operation and a formula for working out pump performance 
parameters for SS with different concentrations. To determine the design point of the joint operation of 
pumps and networks we used the dependence of hydraulic pressure losses in the pipeline by means 
of generalized Reynolds number taking into account SS viscoplastic properties. The results of experi-
mental and design data for centrifugal SS pump performance parameters are given.
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INTRODUCTION

Pumping of natural and waste waters by cen-
trifugal pumps consumes up to 150 billion kWh 
of electricity in the Russian Federation. Russian 
water and sewage plants’ electricity costs are 
about 80% of their total expenditures. The calcu-
lation of the joint operation of pumping stations 
and networks is directly related to energy saving 
and performance reliability improving. Wide ap-
plication of pumps for SS pumping sets an im-
portant practical task – determination of pump 
performance parameters for such fluids.
There are research data on the analysis of such 
works and recommendations for the calculation 
of the operation of pumps and networks only 
for the design conditions, which does not allow 
considering the work as a whole, since there is 
no visual clarity and the parameters for the joint 
operation of pumps and networks are not deter-
mined.

A TECHNIQUE FOR CALCULATION OF JOINT 
OPERATION OF PUMPS AND NETWORKS 

The analysis of the joint operation of pumps 
and networks makes it possible to predict pump 
performance parameters for fluids, the flow of 
which is described by a model other than a wa-
ter model. Correlation of SS pump performance 
parameters and pipeline network performance 
parameters determines the design point of the 
joint operation of pumps and networks [01].
To calculate the joint operation of pumps and net-
works, we use the Bingham plastic model which 
is successfully used to calculate the tasks of 
transportation of such hydraulic mixtures as peat 
mass, chalk and water-coal slurries, bog muck, 
SS, slurries; in this case the dimensionless simi-
larity criterion, i.e. Reynolds number, for a round 
pipe is used; it takes into account the viscoplas-
tic properties of pumped fluids [01, 04]:
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where;

p is the fluid density,
V is the flow rate in the pipe,
r is the radius of the pipe,
Ƭ is the yield value ,
μ is the coefficient of dynamic viscosity.

We obtained the operating pump performance 
parameters for sewage sludge (SS) of different 
concentration with the simultaneous determina-
tion of SS rheological properties at the test setup 
using the method of determining hydraulic losses 
in a section of the circular pipe.
As a result of the research, the dependence 
of hydraulic losses in pumps on the operating 
condition and SS rheological properties was ob-
tained [01, 03]:

–
–
–
–
–

2)

where μac and μa are the pump hydraulic effi-
ciency for SS and water, respectively;
λc and λ are the hydraulic resistance coefficients 
for SS and water, respectively;
Q is the current pump flow rate;
Qp is the design pump flow rate.
To generalize the data in formula (2), we used 
the results of the other authors’ works for various 
fluids described by the Bingham plastic model.
In this case, the SS actual pump head is deter-
mined by:

3)

where Hc is the SS actual pumping station 
head.
Formula (2) allows determining actual pump head 
for different operating conditions and build a SS 
head-discharge characteristic of the pump.
It is reasonable to determine the pump heads for 
three flow conditions (underloaded, design and 
overloaded conditions) to build the operating 
characteristic of the SS pump.
The change in the SS pump power consumption 
occurs solely due to the change in the pump me-
chanical efficiency in which the power of disk fric-
tion is of significant importance. Power losses in 

bearings and seals do not depend on the proper-
ties of the pumped fluid; therefore, having deter-
mined the power of disk friction in SS pump and 
having data concerning  the power consumed by 
the pump for water, it is possible to construct the 
SS power consumption characteristic.
To calculate power consumption, it is necessary 
to determine the power of disk friction by the fol-
lowing formula:

4)

where c is the coefficient of disk friction,
ω is the angular velocity,
r is the radius of the pump impeller disc.
To calculate the coefficient of disk friction we 
obtained the calculation formulas for SS lami-
nar flow condition. The first one is for the case 
of closed boundary layers (a small gap between 
the impeller disc and pump housing) [01, 03]:

5)

The second one is for the case of separate 
boundary layers between the impeller disc and 
pump housing [01,03]:

6)

where    

V is the circumferential velocity at the impeller 
inlet and outlet,
σ is the boundary layer thickness,
Ƭ is the yield value,
μ is the coefficient of dynamic viscosity.
The formulas for determining the coefficient of 
disk friction were obtained by calculation and 
confirmed experimentally using the facility for 
studying disk friction [01].
Since the power consumed by the pump chang-
es only depending on the power of disk friction, 
the SS pump power consumption, accurate to 
the amount of leakage in the front seal, can be 
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built in parallel with the pump power consump-
tion for water for the design condition.
The Darcy formula was used to build SS trans-
portation network characteristics; in this formula, 
the coefficient of hydraulic friction is determined 
according to the dependence:

7)

where  

;

The required head for SS supply to the treatment 
plant is determined by the dependence:

8)

where Ha is the geometric head;
hb is the hydraulic loss of suction head;
hH  is the hydraulic head loss at discharge;
hc is the hydraulic head loss within station com-
munications.
Having determined the hydraulic losses in the 
pipeline and having set a series of values of Q1, 
Q2, …, Qi, we build a characteristic curve of the 
network.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

The operating mode of the SS pumping station 
was determined by superposing network charac-
teristics on pump characteristics. Graph analysis 
of the joint operation of sewage pumping sta-
tions and networks makes it possible to calcu-
late the performance points for pumping station 
operation.
Figure 1 shows the results of pilot tests of SD 
160/45 SS pump.

Figure 1: Comparison of the experimental and design characteristics of CD 160/45 SS pump:
 ‒ - experimental test data; х - design characteristics 

As it can be seen from Figure 1, the experimen-
tal data of SD 160/45 pump tests correspond to 
the results of the design pump characteristics, 
obtained by the technique using dependencies 
(2, 3, 5, 6). The maximum error is 8%.

CONCLUSION

The proposed dependences (2, 3, 5, 6) make it 
possible to recalculate pump performance pa-
rameters worked out for water to SS pump pa-
rameters.
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The use of the Bingham plastic model allows us 
to recommend this technique for recalculation of 
the parameters for other fluids, the flow of which 
is described by this model.
Graph-analytical method for calculation of the 
joint operation of SS pumps and networks deter-
mines the parameters of pump head, flow rate 
and power consumption for this network.
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